Accurate delivery of the most-up-to-date treatment techniques, such as Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), is essential. An anthropomorphic phantom was designed and constructed in order to conduct a remote-audit program that allows evaluation of an institution's accuracy for delivering IMRT. The dosimetric characteristics in the phantom were investigated.
Dosimetry Dosimetry
TLDs TLDs or ion chambers can be used for the measurement of an or ion chambers can be used for the measurement of an absolute dose in the phantom. TLD or IC holders are inserted absolute dose in the phantom. TLD or IC holders are inserted into the center of each ROI. into the center of each ROI.
For the relative dose distribution across the target and For the relative dose distribution across the target and OARs
OARs Gafchromic Gafchromic® ®EBT EBT (ISP, International Specialty Products, Wayne, (ISP, International Specialty Products, Wayne, NJ USA ) NJ USA ) was used. Two film slots were orthogonally placed was used. Two film slots were orthogonally placed near the center of the phantom. One slot was along the near the center of the phantom. One slot was along the transverse plane and the other was on the transverse plane and the other was on the saggittal saggittal plane. The plane. The phantom can be converted into cube shaped phantom. phantom can be converted into cube shaped phantom. 
The fourth
The fourth case was an IMRT plan which was generated with the case was an IMRT plan which was generated with the same constraints that apply to a clinical case. For each case, f same constraints that apply to a clinical case. For each case, four our sets of sets of TLDs TLDs were measured to reduce the statistical uncertainty, were measured to reduce the statistical uncertainty, and three measurements were taken with an IC. and three measurements were taken with an IC.
For the two dimensional dose measurements, EBT film For the two dimensional dose measurements, EBT film dosimetry dosimetry was was comparised comparised with the EDR film measurement for one IMRT with the EDR film measurement for one IMRT clinical case. clinical case.
Phantom Design Phantom Design
An IMRT anthropomorphic phantom An IMRT anthropomorphic phantom (PMMA) that simulates the head and neck (PMMA) that simulates the head and neck was developed. The phantom has the was developed. The phantom has the shape of a cylinder with one target and shape of a cylinder with one target and three organs three organs--at at--risks ( risks (OARs OARs) inside the unit. ) inside the unit.
The target and The target and OARs
OARs were shaped were shaped analogous to those of analogous to those of nasopharynx nasopharynx cancer cancer patients. Two additional structures, an air patients. Two additional structures, an air cavity and a bony structure, were also cavity and a bony structure, were also included. included. The air cavity and bony structure were designed to be The air cavity and bony structure were designed to be replaceable with tissue equivalent material when there is a replaceable with tissue equivalent material when there is a requirement to perform requirement to perform dosimetry dosimetry in a homogeneous medium. in a homogeneous medium. 
